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HAVE YOU EVER EATEN
CHICKEN OFF THE FLOOR?



I MADE A LOT OF MISTAKES
SUPPORTING HIM, AND WE
BOTH CAME OUT WORSE

BECAUSE OF IT.



TODAY I WANT TO SHARE WITH
YOU WHAT I KNOW NOW SO YOU

DON'T HAVE TO GO THROUGH
THE SAME CONFUSION AND

HURT THAT I DID.



PART 1: WHAT NOT TO SAY



"I KNOW
WHAT YOU'RE
GOING
THROUGH."
YOU DON'T!



Unless you went through the exact same thing

and have the same physiological and

psychological makeup as your loved one, you

don’t know what they’re going through.
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Unless you went through the exact same thing

and have the same physiological and

psychological makeup as your loved one, you

don’t know what they’re going through.

Saying this can seem like you’re minimizing the

effect of their struggles: “Oh, it’s no big deal, I went

through the same thing!”

For your loved one, their struggles are incredibly

important and incredibly hurtful.

Even more importantly, it’s their experience and

their emotions.
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"I'M SO
SORRY FOR
YOU."
THEY'RE A SURVIVOR, NOT A
VICTIM.



When you tell someone that you’re sorry for them,

you’re labeling them as a victim and someone

requiring sympathy.
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When you tell someone that you’re sorry for them,

you’re labeling them as a victim and someone

requiring sympathy.

Victims are traditionally weak, helpless, and in

need of saving – not a pretty or productive

mindset to have. 

“I’m sorry”s can also be devalued.

You should only apologize when you did

something that caused another person harm and

when you have the intention to change your

actions to prevent it from happening again.
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VICTIM.
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Telling them that it could be worse tells them

that their emotions and reactions are over-the-top

and unwarranted.

It is utterly useless to compare the severity of

mental illness, as the person who drowned in one

foot of water and the person who drowned in 20

feet of water are both dead.

Anyone who's struggling with their mental health

is hurting, struggling, and trying to heal – it

doesn’t matter whose mental health was “worse”.

"IT COULD BE
WORSE."
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It might not, or it might not for a while, and that’s

perfectly okay.

Saying this to someone places some imaginary

timeline on their healing.

Every individual needs to work through the

healing process at their own pace, and if they’re

not “okay” for 20 years – that’s okay, too.

Telling a survivor this also implies that everything

goes back to normal after they heal.

Going through something so deep and emotional

can change a person, and the person isn’t always

the same at the other end of it. 

Allow them to feel their pain for as long as they

need.

"IT'LL BE
OKAY."
IT MIGHT NOT.



"THEY DIDN'T
MEAN TO
HURT YOU."
WHO CARES?



For trauma survivors specifically, the focus of the

healing journey should not be the intention of the
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For trauma survivors specifically, the focus of the

healing journey should not be the intention of the

person who caused the trauma but on the

reaction of the person who experienced the

trauma.

It doesn’t matter what the person who caused the

trauma intended or whether they’re a “good

person” or not.

The person who experienced the trauma is deeply

hurt, and you, as the person helping them

through the trauma, would be smart to

remember that distinction.
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MEAN TO
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Sadly, many people have experienced this

reaction from someone that they’re close with.

This not only deeply harms the healing journey

that they're is going through, but it puts up a

giant brick wall between you and them.

By telling them this, you’re telling them that their

feelings are too dramatic and that they’re taking

too long to deal with what happened to them.

Each healing journey is unique, and you have no

way to know how far along someone is or how

hard they’ve fought to get to where they are.

"GET OVER
IT."
THIS IS RUDE AND
INSENSITIVE.
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Everyone processes their struggles at their own

rate.

Having you sitting there bugging them to talk

about it could force them to speak when they’re

not ready or push you away from them.

Pushing them to take a step before they’re ready

could be anywhere from impossible to

destructive.

If you're reacting this way, you need to ask yourself

why you're wanting to support them.

"COME ON,
YOU SHOULD
REALLY TALK
ABOUT IT."
DON'T BE PUSHY.
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GIVE THIS INFORMATION.
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Your role as a friend or family member is to be

there and support them – not give them advice

on how to heal.

If you don’t have training as a psychological or

psychiatric professional, then you are not qualified

to give them advice.

Even if you’ve been through a healing process

yourself, there’s no guarantee that what worked

for you will help them.

You run the risk of harming their healing process

if you tell them what to do without having the

proper professional training and understanding of

their unique situation.

"YOU SHOULD
DO/TRY
_____________."
YOU'RE NOT QUALIFIED TO
GIVE THIS INFORMATION.
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INSTEAD

Having someone you love struggle with their mental health can

hurt you, as well, and that hurt is as legitimate as the pain your

loved one is experiencing. Saying something like this lets them

know that you’re invested in their healing and that they have

someone on their side.

"MY HEART GOES OUT TO YOU/YOUR FAMILY."



WHAT TO SAY
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Having someone you love struggle with their mental health can

hurt you, as well, and that hurt is as legitimate as the pain your

loved one is experiencing. Saying something like this lets them

know that you’re invested in their healing and that they have

someone on their side.

"MY HEART GOES OUT TO YOU/YOUR FAMILY."

This line is so powerful, both in mental health support and in

everyday life. By saying this, you’re letting your loved one know that

everything they’re sharing – their story and their feelings – are heard

and received by you and that you’re going to be their cheerleader

and their support system as they move through the healing process.

"I HEAR YOU AND I'M HERE FOR YOU."



PART 2: HOW TO SUPPORT
THEM
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OUT.
FIRST THING'S FIRST.
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In order to be a good support system for

someone, you need to have yourself sorted out

and you need to have your motives in line.

Are you trying to help your friend or family

member because you love and care about them

or because you have an intense curiosity to find

out what's happening to them?

If they invite you, you can partake in a therapy

session with them.

They might also come to you with some

homework from their therapist.

If neither of those things happen, then pay close

attention to this presentation and seek

independent help for managing your emotions. 

SORT
YOURSELF
OUT.
FIRST THING'S FIRST.
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Your friend or family member is probably

unearthing emotions and memories that are

painful to experience, and they often will feel out

of control of their thoughts and feelings.
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Your friend or family member is probably

unearthing emotions and memories that are

painful to experience, and they often will feel out

of control of their thoughts and feelings.

If you are able to validate their emotions and let

them know that they have the right and the

freedom to feel whatever they feel, that can take

a load off of their shoulders.

During the healing process, energy should not be

devoted to feeling insecure or ridiculous about

their emotions.

VALIDATE
THEIR
EMOTIONS
THEY ALREADY FEEL CRAZY.
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Someone who is struggling with their mental

health is not broken, nor are they about to break.

They don’t need to be protected or handled with

kid gloves.

Whatever you normally do with that person,

continue to do so.

Continue to invite them out to social events.

Continue your Sunday morning coffee date.

Continue complaining about your annoying

relationship. 

This will enable your friend or family member to

retain some normalcy in their life during a time

that is very, very painfully abnormal.

TREAT THEM
AS
NORMALLY
AS POSSIBLE.
THEY'RE STILL YOUR LOVED
ONE.
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CAN DO FOR THEM.



Holding the space means being “willing to walk

alongside another person in whatever journey

they’re on without judging them, making them

feel inadequate, trying to fix them, or trying to

impact the outcome. When we hold space for

other people, we open our hearts, offer

unconditional support, and let go of judgement

and control.”
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Holding the space means being “willing to walk

alongside another person in whatever journey

they’re on without judging them, making them

feel inadequate, trying to fix them, or trying to

impact the outcome. When we hold space for

other people, we open our hearts, offer

unconditional support, and let go of judgement

and control.”

You have to choose to sit in the dumpster with

them, even if you want to climb right out.

HOLD THE
SPACE FOR
THEM.
THIS IS THE BEST THING YOU
CAN DO FOR THEM.
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Trust your intuition

and give your

friend or family

member

permission to trust

their intuition, as

well.

INTUITION
Their failure is not

your failure, so

keep your ego out

of it. Their relapse

does not mean

you held the

space improperly.

FAILURE
Don't overwhelm
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with information

about their illness

or their healing
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Eight Steps to Holding the Space

Create a safe

space for your

friend or family

member to fail by

removing

judgement and

shame.

SAFE SPACE
Allow them to

make their

own choices, even

if they’re different

than the choices

you would’ve

made.

CHOICES
Offer help in a way

that does not

make them feel

incompetent.

Remember,

they're still

capable adults. 

HELP
Make sure that

they know that

you’re able and

willing to catch

the broken pieces

of them if or when

they fall apart.

CATCH THEM
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You play a very important role in the trauma

survivor's healing, but you're not a mental health

professional.

If they'd like some additional help, you can

connect them to licensed mental health

professionals near you.

Let's look at 10 different types of therapy that can

be helpful for them.
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therapy that works with the mind-body

connection. Therapists can be found at

adta.org.
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connection. Therapists can be found at

adta.org.

TRAUMA-SENSITIVE YOGA
Trauma-sensitive yoga's goal is to connect

your mind and body. Therapists can be

found at traumasensitiveyoga.com.
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EAT is the use of horses to re-position your
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eponaquest.com.
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EAT is the use of horses to re-position your

perspective of your mental illness.

Therapists can be found at eagala.org or

eponaquest.com.

CANINE-ASSISTED THERAPY
The use of therapy dogs can help regulate

and pace the therapeutic process. There is

no certifying body for canine-assisted

therapy, but there is a list at akc.org.



ECOTHERAPY
Ecotherapy is simply the process of

incorporating nature into therapy. There is

no certifying body for ecotherapy, so look

for standard mental health credentials.



ECOTHERAPY
Ecotherapy is simply the process of

incorporating nature into therapy. There is

no certifying body for ecotherapy, so look

for standard mental health credentials.

FLOWER ESSENCE THERAPY
Flower essence therapy combines the

power of nature with flowers’ ability to

resonate with the body. Rescue Remedies

can be found at directlyfromnature.com.



PART 3: HOW TO TAKE
CARE OF YOURSELF AS THE

SUPPORT SYSTEM
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I DRUG MYSELF
OVER HIS
JAGGED EDGES.

Resentment and co-dependency

built up between us.

My mental health severely struggled,

even for years after our relationship

ended.

I could have been a better support

system for him if I took better care of

myself.
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HOW TO KEEP
YOURSELF
SAFE
YOUR MENTAL HEALTH
MATTERS, TOO.

If you need it, seek your own help from a licensed

mental health professional.

Have someone else hold the space for you, too.

Remember that you are not a therapist, so don't

try to be one.
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To Recap:

THEY'RE NORMAL. HOLD THE SPACE
TAKE CARE OF

YOU!
DON'T SAY...

Some of the most

common things we

think of to say can

actually be hurtful

or ignorant, so

consider

alternatives.

They're still your

loved one and

they're not broken,

so validate their

emotions and treat

them as normally

as possible.

Holding the space

is the most

powerful thing you

can do for them, so

study this skill and

let them know

they're loved.

Make sure to take

care of your own

mental health by

asking for what you

need and getting

support from a

therapist.



THANK YOU!
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO REACH OUT WITH
QUESTIONS OR TO GET A COPY OF MY SLIDES.

jessi@jessibeyerinternational.com

EMAIL ADDRESS

jessibeyerinternational.com

WEBSITE

@jessibeyerinternational

INSTAGRAM


